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Abstract—We propose a pricing model to study the economic
incentives for caching and sharing content in the interconnection
of Information-Centric Networks (ICNs). While collaborative
caching in ICNs is a key feature to success in improving network
performance and reducing delivery costs in content distribution,
the current pricing strategies in the Internet are not incentivecompatible with ICN interconnection. In this paper, we clarify the
issue by considering the existing value and money flows in today’s
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) and studying their possible
evolution in a future ICN interconnection scenario. We model
and analyze the interactions in price and caching investments
among transit ISPs, access ISPs and content providers in ICN
interconnection. Under the assumptions of our economic model,
it is proven that ICN interconnection is feasible from an economic
point of view and a stable state can be reached. Our numerical
results show the case where an access ISP is profitable from
caching investment. Interestingly, we observe that in the marketplace described by our model there are more opportunities for
competition in ICN interconnection thanks to caching.
Index Terms—ICN interconnection, economic incentives, collaborative caching, non-cooperative games, network pricing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information-Centric Networking is an approach for the
future Internet architecture that deals with the explosion of
the supply and demand for content in the Internet [1]. The
principal ideas in ICNs are the following: 1) content is located
by name instead of by location, and 2) every ICN node can
cache and serve the requested content. Therefore, caching and
sharing content plays an important role in ICN interconnection.
More specifically, each ICN would require the cooperation
in caching of other ICNs in order to provide a global highperformance network in content delivery. However, with the
contemporary pricing policies in the current Internet, all
ICNs in an upstream direction, where content is sent from
a customer ISP to a provider ISP, have no incentives to cache
and share content since this would reduce their income [2].
This means that without modifications of the existing Internet
market the potential of caching collaboration between ICNs
will be limited, resulting in poor expected performance of
content delivery at a global scale.
Our paper is motivated by the need to define an alternative
pricing model that provides suitable economic incentives for
caching and sharing content in ICN interconnection. For
example, an ISP provider in ICNs may wish to fetch content
cached in the networks of one of its customer ISP [3]. Then,
in this scenario, the customer ISPs should benefit from the
content cached in their networks, or the ISP provider should

pay the customer ISP for the content it provides. A pricing
model for ICNs needs to include this fundamental requirement
for caching incentives. Much work has been devoted for the
study of alternative pricing models for ISP interconnection in
the Internet [4]–[8]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there has not been any attempt thus far to study a pricing model
capturing the incentives to invest in caching in the current or
future Internet architectures.
In a non-cooperative context, an ISP wants to maximize
its benefits by following an appropriate strategy in caching investments and pricing. Hence, it is natural to ask the following
questions: What is the impact of transit ISPs’ prices? What is
the impact of content providers’ prices? What is the impact
of caching investments of an access ISP? Can an ISP profit
from caching investments? We aim to answer these questions
in order to better understand the interdependencies in pricing
and caching investments between the main entities in the ICN
interconnection under our proposed pricing model. Finally, a
decision of any ISP would have an impact on the strategies
of the others while each ISP optimizes its decisions in an
individual manner. As a consequence, a core attribute of a
candidate pricing model is whether it can lead the system to
an equilibrium and under which assumptions.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We clarify the economic incentives in caching and sharing
content in ICN interconnection. We analyze the pricing
policies in existing network economic models including
traditional CDNs and visions of federated CDNs, and explore their adaptation for the case of ICN interconnection.
• We formulate a new pricing model that provides economic incentives for caching and sharing content in ICN
interconnection. We analytically prove the existence of
equilibrium in a competitive context between two access
ISPs, which means that there exists a stable state where
the access ISPs will tend not to change their prices.
So, our model both provides economic incentives for
caching and sharing content, and ensures the existence
of an equilibrium for keeping the economy stable and
achieving economic growth. To our knowledge this is
the first paper that describes a solution to the problem
of economic incentives in collaborative caching in ICN
interconnection.
• We model and analyze the interactions in price and
caching investments among transit ISPs, access ISPs and
content providers in ICN interconnection. First, we find
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that in a non-cooperative context, compared to another
access ISP, an access ISP can gain more utility if it invests
more in caching under certain conditions. Second, at
equilibrium, we observe that even if the price of an access
ISP decreases when its caching investment increases, its
utility increases if the transit ISP’s price is high. Another
interesting result is that in the case of a single transit ISP,
this transit ISP cannot increase its price as in a monopoly,
due to the impact of caching investments by access ISPs.
This means that the economics of ICN interconnection
could be better regulated because of the existence of
incentives for caching.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. The issue of economic incentives
in ICN interconnection is described in Section III and our
solution is proposed in Section IV. Section V presents the
analytical results of caching, pricing and utility. Section VI
presents the numerical analysis of caching, pricing and utility.
Conclusions are stated in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several architectures for content routing in ICNs have been
proposed (i.e. CCN [9], DONA [10], PSIRP [11], 4WardNetInf [12], Breadcrumbs [13]). All of them are based on
minimizing some measures of the route. However, in interdomain routing between ICNs, it is important to consider
economic incentives for caching and sharing content due to
the fact that ISPs will cache and share content in order to
maximize their utility. In [2], [3], the authors concluded that
policies and caching incentives in ICN interconnection are not
compatible with the current Internet architecture. However,
there have been no systematic studies which propose possible
solutions to the problems described. This is the main focus of
our work.
The optimization problems of economic utilities of ISPs
have been considered in the Internet [4]–[8], [14]. For
example, Shakkottai and Srikant investigated the economic
relationships of ISPs when the traffic is generated by the endto-end demand between clients and web servers connected to
ISPs [4]. Valancius et. al. showed that ISPs in the Internet
transit market can achieve a near-optimal profit by using tiered
pricing strategies with three or four tiers [5]. A recent study
by Altman et. al. addressed the non-neutrality problem of the
Internet market in an economic model including an ISP, a
content provider, end-users and advertisers. They showed that
the ISP and the content provider benefit from the side payment
from the content provider to the ISP [14].
However, these, and other solutions in the literature for the
case of ISP interconnection cannot be applied to the case
of ICN interconnection due to the fundamental differences
between the ICN and the current Internet architectures. Our
work seeks to address the issue of economic incentives in
ICN interconnection by formulating and analyzing a new
pricing model in a competitive context, where all players
aim to maximize their own profits. The key difference of
our model compared to previous studies on economic analysis

in the Internet is that we take into account the key features
of ICNs including such as the role of caching and serving
content between networks. Our first results provide insights
on the provision of incentives for caching in the context
of ISP interconnection, a key requirement for a successful
implementation of the ICN architecture in the future Internet.
III. E CONOMIC I NCENTIVES IN ICN I NTERCONNECTION
The explosion of the supply and demand for content has
given rise to the necessity of efficient global content delivery
in the Internet. CDNs and ICNs are designed for this objective
by sharing an idea of replicating popular content to multiple
nodes in the networks. An important difference between them
is that CDNs build up the end-to-end content delivery in the
Internet at the application level, while ICNs are a proposal for
an alternative approach to the core architecture of computer
networks. Specifically, in ICNs, a consumer queries content by
sending an interest packet containing the content name over
its available connectivity. A router speaking ICN forwards the
interest packet toward potential sources based on the content
name. Any node receiving the interest packet and having the
content can respond with a data packet [9]. While ICNs have
the potential for high performance and low cost in content
delivery, they are still in the design phase and they need to address important incentive issues. In the following, we describe
how pricing policies work in the economic models of CDNs
that are the current solution for fast global content delivery.
We then answer the question whether the contemporary pricing
policies could work for the case of ICN interconnection.
A. Pricing Policies in Existing Network Economic Models
A growing trend in content distribution in the Internet is the
use of CDNs by content providers in order to delivery content
to end-users with the required performance level. For example,
Akamai handles 20% of the total Web traffic today [15]. We
will consider the charging policies in CDNs in relation to its
architecture. A CDN operator builds a large distributed system
of servers which are hosted in ISPs at the edges of the Internet.
Content from a content provider who is a customer of CDNs
is replicated in several CDN nodes at different locations in
the Internet. A content request is served by a CDN node that
provides the best performance for content delivery to the user
instead of satisfying the request from the original source. The
economic relationships in CDNs are shown in Fig. 1a. In the
current CDN business model, a content provider pays a CDN
provider for distributing content to its customers. If the content
provider connects to the CDN through an ISP, the content
provider pays the ISP for network access. A customer pays
the content provider for content and a part of the delivery cost,
and he pays his ISP for network access. The CDN provider
pays the ISPs where its servers are located.
The ISPs who own the last mile have begun to launch
their own CDNs in order to reduce the traffic amount on the
backbone ISPs [16]. These CDNs join together to exchange
content and create a federated model called a Federated CDN.
We will refer to the former model of CDNs as traditional
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(b)

Fig. 1: The economic relationships in CDNs: (a) Traditional
CDNs, (b) Federated CDNs

CDNs. In the process of developing a Federated CDN, some
CDN providers (e.g. Akamai and Edgecast) launched a set of
licensed CDN products which allow ISPs to create their own
CDN by combining licensed softwares from CDN providers
with their hardware infrastructure [17], [18]. Because ISPs
own the network infrastructure over which content is delivered,
their CDNs have advantages over traditional CDNs. A main
difference in the operation of a Federated CDN is that while a
CDN operator in a traditional CDN controls its own caching
and sharing system of CDN nodes in the Internet, all ISPs in
a Federated CDN have to agree to cooperate in sharing their
caching systems.
Due to the difference in operation of a Federated CDN,
in the economic relationships, the ISP who plays the role of
a CDN provider must have agreements with other ISPs in
the federation for exchanging content and accounting [19].
A content provider pays an ISP who provides CDN services
for distributing content to its customers. Fig. 1b shows the
economic relationships in a Federated CDN including CDN
B2 and CDN C1. In the figure, suppose that for performance
reasons a content request from ISP C2 is satisfied by CDN
C1, CDN B2 must set up an agreement with CDN C1 in order
that CDN C1 shares content with ISP C2. In this case, CDN
C1 pays ISP B1 when satisfying a content request from ISP
C2. CDN B2 must pay CDN C1 because CDN B2 is paid
by the content provider for distributing its content and CDN
C1 is not paid by the content provider for that same purpose.
B. Applicability of Existing Pricing Policies to ICN Interconnection
Since there is no cooperation between the caching systems
of different traditional CDNs, their pricing policies are not
compatible with ICN interconnection. Although Federated
CDNs and ICNs are completely different architectures, we
can relatively compare Federated CDNs with the interconnection of ICNs by considering the following situation. If all
ISPs in the whole Internet built their own CDNs, all these
CDNs joined together, and the content was cached and shared

between these CDNs at network levels, the resulting system
would be similar to the interconnection of ICNs with respect
to caching and sharing content. Despite some similarities
between Federated CDNs and ICNs, the pricing policies that
have been proposed for Federated CDNs cannot directly apply
to ICNs because of economic incentives and architecture
issues.
First, the content providers charging policy towards endusers in Federated CDNs and in ICNs should be different.
In Federated CDNs, content providers are responsible for
delivering content to end-users. Therefore, content providers
charge end-users for both the content and distribution costs. In
ICNs, any ISP can cache and share content. Any ISP can be a
content source for a user if it holds that content in its cache.
Because a user can retrieve content from any ISP storing it,
the original content source (i.e. content provider) should not
be responsible for delivering it. Hence, the content provider
cannot charge the user for the distribution cost.
Second, in an upstream direction, the way in which an ISP
charges its customer ISPs in Federated CDNs is incompatible
with ICNs unless every ISP has agreements with all other ISPs
in the Internet. For example, in Fig. 2a, if ICN B2 does not
have an agreement with ICN A, A has no incentive to cache
content that B2 wants to distribute since it reduces A’s profit.
ICN C1 also has no incentive to share content with ICN C2
if B2 does not pay C1 because C1 is charged by provider
ISP B1. Similarly, ICN B1 and ICN C2 are not motivated to
share content with other ICNs when an interest packet is sent
from its provider ISP. If B2 does not have an agreement with
the other ISPs, the other ISPs have no incentives for caching
and sharing content. This results in breaking the principle of
content exchange between ICNs. It is unlikely for every ISP to
have agreements with all other ISPs in the Internet. Therefore,
rather than a complicated mechanism for establishing and
managing a complex collection of agreements between all
ICNs, we need a new pricing principle that motivates all ICNs
to cache and share content. The next section introduces our
proposed solution.
IV. A P RICING M ODEL FOR ICN I NTERCONNECTION
A. Pricing Principles
Our pricing model for ICN interconnection is inspired from
an example of package delivery. For example, Bob buys an
item from the website of a firm. He pays the firm only for
the item, not for the transport costs. He requests local store A
to deliver the item to him. If A has the item in its store, A
will directly transport it to Bob. If A does not have the item,
it can request other stores to deliver the item to A’s store. For
example, A requests store B. A pays B for only the cost of
the transit incurred if A had its own transport, otherwise A
pays B for the cost of both the transport and transit incurred.
The payment made between A and B is similar to the idea of
store pickup that many retailers offer.
In our proposed pricing model, a content provider pays
an ISP to which it connects for network access and not
for distributing content to customers. Hence, while in CDNs
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Fig. 2: Pricing in ICNs: (a) An issue of pricing in ICNs, (b)
The proposed pricing model in ICNs

customers pay content providers for both content and a part
of the delivery cost, in ICNs using our model, they pay
content providers only for content, not for the delivery cost.
We assume that the customers can enjoy content only if they
have bought it from content providers. For example, they need
an access right to watch a movie. A customer pays its ISP
for delivering content to its device. If the ISP does not have
content in its cache, it can ask other ISPs to deliver content
to it. If ISP A asks ISP B for a content, A pays B only for
storage cost if A owns the infrastructure for delivering the
content, otherwise A pays for both traffic and storage cost.
In other words, in order to devise pricing models suitable for
ICNs, the role of transporting content has to be separated from
the role of providing content.
Fig. 2b depicts our proposed pricing model. First, a customer of ICN C1 requests a content item. When the content
is delivered to the customer, it is cached in ICN C1. Then,
when a customer of ICN C2 requests the same content, ICN
C2 requests the content from the cache of ICN C1 instead of
requesting the content from the transit ISP. In this case, ICN
B1 pays ICN C1 solely for storage because ICN B1 uses its
own infrastructure for transporting the content. ISP C2 has to
pay ISP B1 for both traffic and storage.
Our pricing principles provide economic incentives in
caching and sharing content in ICN interconnection. In ICN
interconnection, using our model, an ICN benefits from services that it provides, and it is motivated to cache and share
content without the requirement of establishing an agreement
with other ICNs except the ICNs connected directly to it. For
example, in Fig. 2b, ICN A has incentive to cache content
because A must pay B2 for storage cost when it retrieves
content from B2. ICN C1 wants to share content with C2
because it benefits from satisfying an interest packet sent from
its provider ISP B1.
B. The Economics of ICN Interconnection
The dynamics of economics of ICN interconnection depend
on two important factors: pricing and caching. In this section,

we describe the model of ICN interconnection in which we
consider both the caching and pricing parameters, and formally
define the problem of ICN interconnection in a competitive
context between access ISPs.
The model involves four types of roles: transit ISPs that provide wide-area transport for access networks, access ISPs that
connect end-users to the content network, content providers
(CPs) that provide their content to end-users, and end-users
that consume content. We will refer to the access ISPs and
transit ISPs as just ISPs when we want to refer to both of
them. In the model, we focus only on content traffic since the
traffic of interest packets is negligible compared to the traffic
of content packets. We denote the set of access ISPs by Na ,
and the set of ISPs and CPs by Nm . We assume that each
access ISP connects to one transit ISP. We define H(A) to be
the transit ISP who is the network service provider for access
ISP A.
For convenience, we summarize all of our notation in
Table I.
In the model, each element can have different pricing
strategies. The pricing is based on usage, i.e., a price per
gigabyte or per a satisfied request. The pricing parameters are
defined as follows:
•

•

Each ISP sets a network price for transporting content
by using its infrastructure and a caching price for providing content from its cache. For ISP K, we denote
(n)
(s)
the network price by pK , the storage price by pK ,
the total
by
{ price by pK , and the price strategy space
}
(n)
(s)
(n) (s)
PK = pK = pK + pK : pK , pK ∈ [0, pmax ] where
pmax is the highest possible price. The relationship
between network cost and storage cost is represented by
(s)
(n)
the parameter βK ∈ [0, 1], pK = βK pK .
Each CP sets a content price that users have to pay
for consuming content, and a caching price for providing content from its cache. For CP O, we denote
(c)
(s)
the content price by pO , the storage price by pO ,
the total{price by pO , and the price strategy space
} by
(c)
(s)
(c) (s)
PO = pO = pO + pO : pO , pO ∈ [0, pmax ] . The
relationship between content cost and storage cost of the
content provider is expressed by the parameter βO ∈
(s)
(c)
[0, 1], pO = βO pO .

Each ISP supporting ICNs can adopt a different caching
strategy. A content request from a customer of an access ISP
can be satisfied from the cache of this access ISP or another
access ISP or a transit ISP. We denote the total content demand
from the customers of access ISP A by σA . For ISP or CP
M , α(K,M ) denotes the relative content demand of ISP K that
is ∑
satisfied from the cache of M , where α(K,M ) ∈ [0, 1] and
α(K,M ) = 1. The values of α(K,M ) are dependent on
M ∈Nm

the caching strategies of ISPs. For example, if ISP K invests
in caching capacity and has an effective caching strategy, the
value of α(K,K) will tend to be high.
In a competitive context, an access ISP attempts to maximize its utility. The strategies available to access ISP A are
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the different prices that it might choose in PA . The strategy
space denoted by S is the Cartesian product of the strategy
sets of all access ISPs, S = ×PK where K ∈ Na . Let
S denote an arbitrary member of the strategy set S, S =
{pK ∈ PK : K ∈ Na }. S denotes a combination of strategies
of all access ISPs. Each player simultaneously chooses a
strategy for maximizing its payoff, and the combination of
strategies chosen by the players determines a payoff for
each player. Let U = {UK : K ∈ Na } be the set of the
payoff functions of the players. UK denotes player K’s payoff
function. UK (S) is the payoff to player K if the players choose
the strategy S.
The utility function of an ISP or a CP is defined as their
profit received from providing his services. ISP K incurs a
marginal cost c(K,M ) when ISP K gets a content unit from
content source M ∈ Nm . To describe the utility function of
access ISP A, we classify three cases from which access ISP
A gains utility. First, it satisfies an interest packet from its
cache. The( utility that )access ISP A receives in this case is
σA α(A,A) pA − c(A,A) . Second, an interest packet requested
from the customers of access ISP A is satisfied from the cache
of any element in the set of access ISPs, transit ISPs and CPs
excluding access ISP A. The content demand satisfied from
the cache of element M ∈ Nm \ {A} is σA α(A,M ) . The utility
that access ISP A receives when satisfying an interest packet in
this case is pA − pH(A) − c(A,M ) . Third, access ISP A satisfies
an interest packet requested from the customers of other access
ISPs. The content demand that is requested from access ISP
B ∈ Na \ {A} and satisfied from the cache of access ISP A
is σB α(B,A) . When satisfying an interest packet in this case,
(s)
access ISP A gains the utility pA − c(A,A) . The total utility
of access ISP A is the sum of the utility in the three cases:
(
)
UA (S) = σA α(A,A) pA − c(A,A)
∑
(
)
+ σA
α(A,K) pA − pH(A) − c(A,K)
(
+

K∈Nm \{A}
(s)
pA

− c(A,A)

)

∑

σK α(K,A) .

K∈Na \{A}

(1)
Given the pricing strategies of transit ISPs and CPs, and the
caching strategies of ISPs and CPs, the access ISPs compete to
maximize their utilities. We formulate the competitive problem
as a normal-form game with the set of players Na , the strategy
set S, and the set of the payoff functions U [20].
In order to answer if the economics of ICN interconnection
using the proposed pricing model is consistent with a steady
state where no access ISP wants to deviate from his predicted
strategy, we need to solve the problem of the existence of a
Nash equilibrium for the game. Specifically, the price strategy
S ∗ = {p∗K ∈ PK : K ∈ Na } constitutes an equilibrium if S ∗
solves the following optimization problems for all player K ∈
Na :
max UK (S ∗ \ {p∗K } , pK ).

pK ∈PK

TABLE I: Summary of notations
Notation

Meaning

Na

The set of access ISPs

Nm

The set of access ISPs, transit ISPs and content providers

(n)

The traffic price of ISP K

(s)

The storage price of ISP or CP K

pK

(c)

The content price of CP K

PK

The price
{ strategy space of ISP K,
}
(n)
(s)
(n) (s)
PK = pK = pK + pK : pK , pK ∈ [0, pmax ]

PO

The price
{ strategy space of content provider O,
}
(c)
(s)
(c) (s)
PO = pO = pO + pO : pO , pO ∈ [0, pmax ]

S

The game strategy space, S = ×PK , where K ∈ Na .

S

An arbitrary member of the game strategy set S

UK (S)

The payoff to player K if the players choose the strategy
S

U

The set of the payoff functions of the players,
U = {UK : K ∈ Na }

σK

The total content demand from the customers of access
ISP K

α(K,M )

The relative demand for content from ISP K ’s consumers
that is satisfied from the cache of M , M ∈ Nm

c(K,M )

The cost that ISP K has to invest in a content unit for
getting it from the cache of M , M ∈ Nm

βK

The scaling parameter between network cost and storage
cost in the pricing strategy of ISP or content provider K

ρK

The parameter of the user sensitivity effects of the price of
ISP or content provider K on the content demand

a

The parameter 2a expresses the total potential demand of
users

pK
pK

V. A NALYSIS OF C ACHING , P RICING AND U TILITY
In this section, we present our analytical results at equilibrium in a context of ICN interconnection where two access
ISPs compete for maximizing their utilities. We start by
describing the simplified model and computing the utility. We
then present our analytical results including the existence of
equilibrium, and the impact of the charging costs of the transit
ISP as well as the caching investment of an access ISP on
equilibrium prices.
A. A Simplified Model
In order to analytically study the equilibrium of our proposed pricing model for ICN interconnection, we consider
a simplified model including one transit ISP, one content
provider, and two access networks that compete on prices
to attract consumers for maximizing their utilities given their
caching strategies (Fig. 3). We denote the two access ISPs by
A and B, the transit ISP by C, and the content provider by
O.
In the simplified model, we consider a linear function of
content demand of users who connect to access ISPs A and
B. The linear demand function is [21]:
(c)

(2)

σA = a − ρA pA + ρB pB − ρO pO ,
(c)

σB = a + ρA pA − ρB pB − ρO pO ,
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CP is:

(
)
(s)
UO (S) = σA α(A,O) pO − c(O,O)
(
)
(s)
+ σB α(B,O) pO − c(O,O)
(c)

+ (σA + σB ) pO .
B. Analysis
In order to solve the Nash equilibrium in the competitive
game between access ISPs, we compute the derivatives of the
utility functions of ISPs A and B, and solve the following
system of equations:

Fig. 3: A simplified model

where a, ρA , ρB and ρO are positive constants. The parameter
a expresses the total potential demand of users. The parameters
ρA , ρB and ρO represent the demand response effects and the
user sensitivity effects on the prices. For example, when the
price of the CP increases, the demand from users to both ISPs
decreases. When the price of ISP A increases, a part of users
will switch from ISP A to ISP B and the demand to ISP A
decreases while the demand to ISP B increases.
We now compute the utility of ISPs and CPs. In order to
obtain the utility function of access ISP A, we apply the
formulas in the general model to the simplified model with
Na = {A, B} and Nm = {A, B, C, O}. Reversing the roles
of A and B, we will have the utility function of access ISP
B. Using (1), we obtain the total utility of access ISP A:
(
)
UA (S) = σA α(A,A) pA − c(A,A)
(
)
(s)
+ σB α(B,A) pA − c(A,A)
(3)
∑
(
)
+ σA
α(A,K) pA − pC − c(A,K) .
K∈Nm \{A}

Transit ISP C gains its utility if access ISPs A or B request
a content item through ISP C. The utility function of ISP C
is:
∑
)
(
UC (S) =
σK α(K,C) pC − c(C,C)
K∈Na

+ σA

∑
K∈Nm \{A,C}

+ σB

∑

(
)
(s)
α(A,K) pC − pK − c(C,K)
(
)
(s)
α(B,K) pC − pK − c(C,K) .

K∈Nm \{B,C}

Content provider O achieves its utility from the content that
the customers consume and from the interest packet that is
satisfied from its cache. We note that a content source can be
any ISPs or the content provider. The utility function of the

∂UA (pA , pB )
= 0,
∂pA
∂UB (pA , pB )
= 0.
∂pB

(4)

Propositions 1-3 will give the main analytical results of
equilibrium and the impacts of caching and pricing on equilibrium prices.
Proposition 1: Given the caching strategies of transit ISPs,
access ISPs and CPs, if the demand function of every access
ISP is continuous, monotonically decreasing with respect to its
price, and monotonically increasing with respect to the prices
of other access ISPs, then there exists an equilibrium price.
Proof: The second partial derivatives of the utility of
access ISP A with respect to pA and pB is
ρB α(B,A) βA
∂ 2 UA
= ρB −
.
∂pA ∂pB
1 + βA
Since ρB > 0, α(B,A) ∈ [0, 1], and βA ∈ [0, 1], for all pA ∈
PA and pB ∈ PB , we have ∂ 2 UA /∂pA ∂pB > 0. In addition,
UA is twice continuously differentiable in pA and pB . Thus,
by Topkis’s Characterization Theorem [22], the utility function
of access ISP A has increasing differences in (pA , pB ).
Similarly, the utility function of access ISP B has increasing
differences in (pA , pB ).
Since PA and PB are compact subsets of R, UA and
UB are continuous in pA and pB , and UA and UB have
increasing differences in (pA , pB ), the competition between
access ISPs is a supermodular game. By Theorem (Milgrom
and Roberts) [22], there exists a pure Nash equilibrium, which
demonstrates Proposition 1.
Proposition 2 describes the relationship between transit
ISP’s prices and access ISP’s prices at equilibrium. The proof
of the proposition will be provided in the Appendix.
Proposition 2: Given the caching strategies of transit ISPs,
access ISPs and CPs, if the user sensitivity effects of access
ISP’s prices are similar, at equilibrium, the price of an access
ISP is monotonically increasing with respect to the price of the
transit ISP for a given price strategy of the content provider,
while it is monotonically decreasing with respect to the price
of the content provider for a given price strategy of the transit
ISP.
Proposition 3 shows the impact of access ISP’s caching on
its prices at equilibrium.
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4

Proposition 3 implies that in case the transit ISP charges a
high price, the investment of access ISPs in caching will lower
the price that consumers have to pay for content at equilibrium.
In case the transit ISP charges a low price, the investment of
access ISPs in caching does not bring any benefit to their
customers.
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Fig. 4: Convergence to equilibrium

Fig. 5: Utilities of access ISPs at equilibrium

Proposition 3: Given the caching strategies of the transit
ISP, access ISPs and CPs, at equilibrium, the price of access
ISP K with respect to the investment in caching is
• monotonically increasing if c(K,K) − c(K,O) − pC > 0,
• monotonically decreasing if c(K,K) − c(K,O) − pC < 0,
where pC is the price for receiving the content from the transit
ISP, c(K,K) is the cost of satisfying the content from the own
cache of access ISP K, and c(K,O) is the cost of satisfying
the content from the content provider.
Proof: Because the role of access ISPs A and B is similar,
we will prove the proposition for ISP A. Using the utility
functions of A and B (3), we find the solution of (4) with
respect to pA and pB . By differentiating the solution of pA
with respect to α(A,A) , we obtain
(
)
2 (1 + βA ) c(A,A) − c(A,O) − pC
∂p∗A
(
)
=
.
∂α(A,A)
3 1 + βA − α(B,A) βA
Because βA ∈ [0, 1], and α(B,A) ∈ [0, 1], the sign of
∂p∗A /∂α(A,A) is similar to the sign of c(A,A) − c(A,O) − pC ,
which demonstrates Proposition 3.

We present some numerical results in order to illustrate
our analysis in caching and pricing in ICNs. We demonstrate
the following: 1) the existence of equilibrium prices in the
proposed pricing model, 2) the impacts of the prices of
transit ISPs and content providers on the equilibrium prices
of access ISPs, and 3) the effect of caching investment on the
equilibrium prices of access ISPs.
We consider an ICN model composed of one content
provider O, one transit ISP C, and two access ISPs A and B
who are competitive for maximizing their utilities (or revenue
equivalently). In our scenario, the content demand of users that
connect to access ISP A is given by σA = 10000 − 0.1pA +
0.1pB − 0.1pO . The content demand of users that connect to
access ISP B is given by σB = 10000+0.1pA −0.1pB −0.1pO .
The operational costs of any access ISP for getting a content
unit from any content source are the cost parameters c = 2.
The caching investment of an access ISP is represented by
the ratio of the number of content requests that the ISP can
satisfy from its cache and the one that the ISP has to forward
to other ISPs or content providers. The parameters of access
ISP A’s caching investment are given by α(A,A) = 0.7, and
α(A,B) = α(A,C) = α(A,O) = 0.1. Likewise for access ISP
B, α(B,B) = α(B,A) = α(B,C) = 0.3, and α(B,O) = 0.1.
Transit ISP C sets its price including network cost and storage
cost to pC = 60000. Content provider sets its price including
storage cost and content cost to pO = 45000. In a survey of
CDN pricing, CDN customers spending $250,000-$500,000
per year pay $0.06 per gigabyte delivered [23]. We assign pC
to a price number that is scaled to that CDN price. Note that it
is the value difference between price setting of elements that
affects the numerical results rather than a specific value. The
relationship between ISP’s network cost and ISP’s storage cost,
and the one between CP’s storage cost and CP’s content cost
is represented by a scale. For simplicity, they are set equally,
and given by βA = βB = βC = βO = 0.1. In our numerical
analysis, all parameters are set to their values in the above
setting unless explicitly specified.
First, we illustrate the existence of equilibrium in price
competition between two access ISPs in the proposed pricing
model for ICNs. Given the caching strategies of the access
ISPs, transit ISP and CP, and the prices of the transit ISP and
CP, access ISPs A and B set their prices simultaneously for
maximizing their utilities. Assume access ISPs simultaneously
choose a price strategy under a best-response behavior, and
the combination of strategies chosen by the access ISPs
determines a payoff for each access ISP. Thus, the aggregate
trends of the system is appropriately represented by the vector
field (pA , pB ) 7→ (∂UA (pA , pB )/∂pA , ∂UB (pA , pB )/∂pB ).
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Fig. 6: Impact of transit ISP’s prices

Fig. 7: Impact of content provider’s prices

Fig. 4 plots the vector field that shows the convergence to
equilibrium. The figure demonstrates the existence of a Nash
equilibrium point at which no access ISP can profitably deviate
given the price of another access ISP. Fig. 5 represents the
utilities of access ISPs at the equilibrium prices, and the best
response of an access ISP in its price given the price of another
access ISP. In the figure, ISP A ’s utility is higher than ISP B
’s utility as a result of higher caching investment of ISP A.
Second, we show the impact of the transit ISP’s price on
the price of access ISPs and the utility of all entities in Fig. 6.
We vary the transit ISP’s prices for studying their impacts.
In Fig. 6(a), the prices of both access ISPs at equilibrium
increase if transit ISP’s price increases. The results show the
fact that the transit ISP’s price affects directly the cost of the
access ISPs for delivering a content unit. Hence, the access
ISPs choose to raise their prices when the transit ISP’s price
increases. The results conform to Proposition 2. In Fig. 6(b),
we see that the utility of access ISP A increases while the
utility of access ISP B decreases. In addition, access ISP A’s
utility is larger than access ISP B’s utility although access
ISP A’s price is less than access ISP B’s price. This occurs
because the caching investment of access ISP A is larger than
the one of access ISP B. We also observe that the transit ISP’s
utility gets larger when increasing its price. However, we will
show that the transit ISP cannot gain a monopoly when we
study the impact of caching investment.
Third, we study the impact of the CP’s price on the price
of access ISPs and the utility of all entities by varying the
CP’s price while setting the default values to other parameters.
The results in Fig. 7(a) confirm the analysis in Proposition 2
that access ISP’s prices reduce if the CP chooses to raise its
price. It comes from the fact that the CP’s price does not have
a strong impact on delivering content due to caching at ISPs
while it has a direct impact on the content demand from users.
Consequently, the access ISPs lower their prices for attracting
more users in response to the decrease of content demand due
to the increase of the CP’s price. In Fig. 7(b), the utilities
of both the access ISPs and the transit ISP decrease because
the user demand reduces when the CP increases its price. The
utility of the CP increases until its price reaches a threshold,
and then it slows down because of the reduced demand from
the users.

We finally present the impact of caching investment of an
ISP on its price at equilibrium. We change the caching investment of access ISP A by varying the ratio of the number of
content requests satisfied from its cache and setting the default
values to the ratio of the number of content requests satisfied
from the caches of the transit ISP and the CP. In Fig. 8(a)-9(a),
access ISP A’s price at equilibrium decreases when its caching
investment increases. It conforms to Proposition 3 because the
transit ISP’s price is high when compared with the difference
between the operational cost of retrieving content from access
ISP’s cache and the one from CP. In Fig. 8, if transit ISP’s price
is negligible when compared with access ISP’s price, access
ISP A’s utility does not increase when it invests in caching.
This negative result does not occur in practice due to the fact
that the transit price is very high. Fig. 9 shows the results of
a more practical situation when the difference between transit
ISP’s price and access ISP’s price is reasonable. The results
show that even though access ISP A’s price at equilibrium
decreases, its utility increases when its caching investment
increases. The results also show that the utility of the transit
ISP decreases when an access ISP invests in caching. When
comparing Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 9(b), we see that the transit ISP
cannot behave as a monopoly. In other words, the price of
the transit ISP could be better regulated in the context of ICN
interconnection.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we have raised the issues of economic incentives for caching and sharing content, and the potential benefits
of an ISP from investing in caching in ICN interconnection.
We addressed these open questions, which are important
for a successful implementation of ICN interconnection, by
studying a pricing model that provides economic incentives
for caching and sharing content in ICN interconnection. We
proved the existence of equilibrium in a competitive ICN interconnection market under our proposed pricing model. This
result is significant because it implies that a stable solution
with suitable economic incentives in collaborative caching is
feasible in the ICN interconnection paradigm. Our work also
contributes to a better understanding of the interdependencies
between pricing, caching investments and the utility of the
transit ISPs, access ISPs, and content providers under the
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10000)
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Fig. 9: Impact of caching investment of an ISP if transit ISP’s
price is significant when compared to access ISP’s price (pC =
60000)

proposed pricing model. The results show that access ISPs
can benefit from caching investments when the transit price is
high, and no entity of the market scenario can hold exclusive
rights to establish its price.
Possible extensions of our results include the more detailed
analysis taking into account specific caching schemes, or
the utility distribution of various components in the light of
different pricing models. Finally, we have analyzed caching
and pricing in a noncooperative context in ICNs where ISPs
compete for maximizing their benefits. It will be valuable to
study also a cooperative context where ISPs form coalitions
for sharing profits as in [24].
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Proof of Proposition 2
We sketch out the proof of the proposition. Because the role
of ISPs A and B is similar, we will prove the proposition for
ISP A. By using the utility functions of ISP A and B (3),
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we find the first derivative of UA with respect to pA and the
first derivative of UB with respect to pB . It is a system of
two linear equations with respect to pA and pB . We solve the
system using the Gauss elimination method. By differentiating
the solution of pA with respect to pC , we obtain

obtain
∂pA
ρO
=
∂pO
3ρA (1 + βO )
1
×
1 + βB − α(A,B) βB
1
×
1 + βA − α(B,A) βA

−3 − 3βA − 3βB − 3βA βB
 −α(B,A) βA − α(B,A) βA βB

×
+α(A,B) βB + α(A,B) βA βB
+3α(A,B) α(B,A) βA βB

∂pA
1
)(
)
= (
(6)
∂pC
3 1 + βA − α(B,A) βA 1 + βB − α(A,B) βB



3 − 2α(A,A) − α(B,B)



 +3βA − 2α(A,A) βA − α(B,A) βA − α(B,B) βA 
.



 +3βB − 2α(A,A) βB − 2α(A,B) βB − α(B,B) βB 




×  +2βA βB − 2α(A,A) βA βB − 2α(A,B) βA βB



Because βA ∈ [0, 1], and α(A,A) , α(A,B) , α(B,A) , α(B,B) ∈

 +βA βB − α(B,A) βA βB − α(B,B) βA βB
 [0, 1], the right-hand side of equation (5) is positive and



 the right-hand side of equation (6) is negative, which prove
 +α(B,A) α(B,B) βA + 2α(A,A) α(A,B) βB
+2α(A,A) α(A,B) βA βB + α(B,A) α(B,B) βA βB
Proposition 2.
(5)
By differentiating the solution of pA with respect to pO , we

